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Imitation is an important component of human social learning throughout life. Theoretical models and empirical data from
anthropology and psychology suggest that people tend to imitate self-similar individuals, and that such imitation biases increase
the adaptive value (e.g., self-relevance) of learned information. It is unclear, however, what neural mechanisms underlie people’s
tendency to imitate those similar to themselves. We focused on the own-gender imitation bias, a pervasive bias thought to be
important for gender identity development. While undergoing fMRI, participants imitated own- and other-gender actors perform-
ing novel, meaningless hand signs; as control conditions, they also simply observed such actions and viewed still portraits of the
same actors. Only the ventral and dorsal striatum, orbitofrontal cortex and amygdala were more active when imitating own-
compared to other-gender individuals. A Bayesian analysis of the BrainMap neuroimaging database demonstrated that the
striatal region preferentially activated by own-gender imitation is selectively activated by classical reward tasks in the literature.
Taken together, these findings reveal a neurobiological mechanism associated with the own-gender imitation bias and demon-
strate a novel role of reward-processing neural structures in social behavior.
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INTRODUCTION
Imitation is widespread in humans, emerges early in devel-

opment and is the means by which many critical skills are

learned throughout life (Tomasello et al., 1993). Theoretical

models and behavioral data from psychology and anthropol-

ogy indicate that people tend to imitate certain individuals,

including those who are self-similar (Bandura, 1977;

Henrich and McElreath, 2003). These ‘similarity biases’ are

thought to increase the adaptive value of learned informa-

tion by increasing its self-relevance.

One of the best-documented similarity biases is the

own-gender bias, which is thought to play a critical role in

the acquisition of gender roles and continues to guide learn-

ing in adulthood (Bussey and Bandura, 1984). In a series of

foundational studies, Bandura and colleagues found that a

diverse set of behaviors, ranging from aggression to color

preference, were more readily transmitted via imitation of

own-gender than other-gender models (Bandura et al., 1961;

Bussey and Bandura, 1984). These studies also demonstrated

that a preference for own-gender imitation is present in

children before gender identity is fully formed, suggesting

that own-gender imitation is not only an effect, but also a

cause of gender identity development (Bussey and Bandura,

1984).

Following Bandura’s findings, preference for own-gender

models has been documented for models such as parents

(Basow and Howe, 1980), teachers (Gilbert et al., 1983),

peers (Slaby and Frey, 1975; Perloff, 1982) and even stran-

gers, like musicians (Killian, 1990) and celebrities (Mesoudi,

2009). Own-gender imitation biases are thus pervasive,

yet neuroimaging studies of human imitation have

provided little insight into the neural underpinnings of

such model-based imitative learning biases, as they have typ-

ically utilized stimuli depicting an isolated, gender-neutral

effector (e.g. a hand or foot) performing simple actions

(e.g. Iacoboni et al., 1999; Buccino et al., 2004; Frey and

Gerry, 2006).

Here, we used fMRI to investigate the neural circuitry

underlying the own-gender imitation bias. We addressed

two main questions. First, which neural systems encode

gender during imitation? Second, are these neural mechan-

isms imitation-specific and thus more likely related to

the own-gender imitative bias? We have previously pro-

posed that neural systems related to imitation, mental state

attribution and reinforcement learning might underlie

human cultural imitative learning (Losin et al., 2009).

Given that imitative biases such as the own-gender bias are

a key component of cultural learning, we predicted that

one or more of these neural systems would differentially

encode own- and other-gender individuals during imita-

tion and do so to a greater degree or exclusively during

imitation.
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METHODS
Participants
Participants were 20 (10 males), right-handed, European

American individuals, 18 to 26 years old (mean¼ 22.92,

s.d.¼ 2.09). Seventeen participants reported being hetero-

sexual, and three participants reported being homosexual

(two males, one female). Participants were recruited through

the volunteers section on Craigslist (8/20 were students).

Participants had no history of medication or drug use

other than oral contraceptives, no heavy use of alcohol and

no prior or concurrent diagnosis of any neurological,

psychiatric, or developmental disorders according to self-

report. The study was approved by the UCLA Institutional

Review Board. Written informed consent was obtained from

all participants.

fMRI task
Stimuli were color, waist-up videos of 12 actors (six males),

of three different ethnicities (European American, African

American and Chinese American), performing 16 bimanual,

symmetrical hand signs derived from New Zealand Sign

Language and described as meaningless to both actors and

participants. Actor and stimulus appearance was standar-

dized (e.g. neutral expression, white t-shirt, consistent light-

ing, position and background). Stimuli were either outlined

with a red border, indicating that the participant should

observe passively (observe gesture condition), or a green

border, indicating that the participant should imitate the

signs during the video presentation (imitate gesture condi-

tion). Two control conditions were utilized: (i) portraits of

each actor to control for viewing vs imitating actors (view

portrait condition, also outlined with a red border) and (ii) a

fixation cross (baseline) (Figure 1).

Four stimuli from the same condition and portraying the

same actor were presented in a block. For example, during a

block of the imitate gesture condition, a participant would

imitate the same actor performing four different hand signs.

Each stimulus within a block was presented for 2.5 s and

separated from the next stimulus by a 0.5-s fixation cross.

All blocks were preceded by an instruction screen that was

either green with the word, ‘imitate’ or red with the word,

‘observe’. Stimulus blocks were divided into four balanced

runs such that each actor, each hand sign and each condition

were seen an equal number of times in each run. The order

of blocks was pseudorandomized within a run, ensuring less

than two of same gender in a row, no two of same ethnicity

in a row, and no two of same hand sign in a row. Five 22.5-s

rest blocks were evenly spaced throughout each run. This

run configuration resulted in one block of each condition

(imitate gesture, observe gesture and view portrait) per

actor, per run for a total run time of 13:45. Over the

course of the experiment, gestures were each seen an equal

number of times as each gesture was performed by each

actor once in each condition. Also over the course of the

experiment, each participant saw 96 stimuli (24 blocks)

portraying own-gender actors and 96 stimuli (24 blocks)

portraying other-gender actors in each of the conditions.

The stimulus order for each participant was unique. These

functional data were acquired over a total of 55 min of scan

time. The fMRI task was created and presented in the scan-

ner using Presentation� software (Neurobehavioral Systems,

Inc., Albany, CA, USA) and viewed in the scanner on

magnet-compatible goggles (Resonance Technologies, Inc.).

Prior to scanning, each subject completed two training

tasks: a hand-sign familiarization task during which partici-

pants imitated each sign in slow motion and then at full

speed, and a task structure familiarization during which

participants performed one block of each task condition

(task structure familiarization hand signs and actor were

not later seen in scanner). During training tasks, participants

performed the imitation condition with their hands in their

laps and under a table to mimic scanner conditions.

fMRI data acquisition
Data were collected using a 3 Tesla Siemens Trio whole-body

MRI scanner at the UCLA Ahmanson–Lovelace Brain

Mapping Center. The following scans were performed on

each participant: (i) four functional echo-planar imaging

(EPI) scans (3� 3� 4 mm voxels, TR: 2250 ms, TE: 28 ms,

slices: 34, flip angle: 908, FoV read: 192 mm, echo spacing:

47 ms, bandwidth: 2442 Hz/Px, time: 13:45); (ii) co-planar

high-resolution T2-weighted structural scan (1.5� 1.5�

4 mm voxels, TR: 5000 ms, TE: 34 ms, slices: 34, flip

angle: 908, FOV Read: 192 mm, echo spacing: 0.89 ms,

bandwidth: 1302 Hz/Px, time: 1:30); (iii) high-resolution

T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient

echo (MPRAGE) structural scan (1� 1� 1 mm voxels,

TR: 1900 ms, TE: 2.26 ms, Flip angle: 908, T1: 900 ms,

Fig. 1 Example stimuli from four experimental conditions (Imitate gesture stimuli have a green border¼ participants imitate and observe gesture and view portrait stimuli have
red borders¼ participants observe).
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FoV Read: 250 mm, echo spacing 6.9 ms, bandwidth: 200 hz/

px, time: 6:50).

Behavioral measures
To quantify participants’ task compliance and imitation ac-

curacy, participants were visually monitored during scan-

ning to ensure that no movement occurred during

observation-only blocks. Additionally, for 16 of 19 partici-

pants, hand-sign imitation accuracy was assessed by watch-

ing participants’ hands through the control-room window.

Each sign was assigned a rating of 2 (performed sign cor-

rectly); 1 (performed sign but with errors); or 0 (did not

perform sign). Imitation accuracy was high with an average

of 94.8% (subject range¼ 82.6%–99.7%) of signs receiving

the highest accuracy rating, suggesting participants were able

to perform the hand-sign imitation task accurately.

fMRI data analysis
One male participant was not included in the analysis due to

a failure of the stimulus randomization script. Additionally,

the fourth run was dropped from two participants due to

failure of the stimulus presentation computer, and two runs

were dropped from each of two participants due to head

motion. This resulted in a total of 19 (10 females) partici-

pants and 70 runs being utilized in the statistical analyses.

Head motion in the remaining data was low, with an average

mean relative head motion per run of 0.077 mm, s.d.¼

0.004 mm and a an average maximum relative head

motion per run of .648 mm, s.d.¼ 0.074 mm.

Structural and functional MRI data analyses were per-

formed using FSL (FMRIB’s Software Library:http://www

.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/), AFNI (Cox, 1996) and ART (Ardekani

et al., 1995). Preprocessing included skull-stripping (AFNI),

realignment (mean image, FSL), highpass filtering (100 ms,

FSL) and spatial smoothing (6 mm, FSL). Functional data

were registered to the in-plane high-resolution scan (3-para-

meter affine) and in turn to the T1 MPRAGE (7-parameter

affine). Finally, registration of the MPRAGE to MNI space

(FSL’s MNI Avg152, T1 2x2x2mm) was carried out with FSL

(12-parameter affine) and refined using ART (non-linear

transformation). First-level analyses included voxel pre-

whitening, double-gamma hemodynamic response function

(HRF) convolution, temporal filtering, and temporal deriva-

tive inclusion.

The following contrasts were entered in the first-level ana-

lysis: (own gender > other gender), (other gender > own

gender), (own gender > baseline), (other gender > baseline),

for each of the imitate gesture, observe gesture and view

portrait conditions. Interaction contrasts were also entered,

subtracting the above contrasts for the observe gesture or

view portrait condition from the equivalent contrasts in

the imitate gesture condition {e.g., [(imitate gesture own

gender > other gender) > (observe gesture own gender

> other gender)]}. Interaction contrasts were intended to

reveal whether results found in the imitate gesture condition

reflected processes unique to imitation. For each participant,

the four runs were averaged using a fixed-effects analysis. A

mixed-effects analysis (i.e. random and fixed effects) was

then used to average across all participants (FLAME 1þ 2).

All data were thresholded at Z > 2.3 and whole-brain cluster

corrected for multiple comparisons (P < 0.05).

Additional analyses were conducted to explore the robust-

ness of the significant effect observed in the (imitate gesture

own gender > other gender) contrast. The consistency of this

effect across participants was evaluated by examining

whether significant activity for this contrast was present in

each individual (fixed effect 4-run average, P < 0.05, uncor-

rected) within the region where significant activity was

observed at the group level. An additional group analysis

excluding the three homosexual participants was also con-

ducted. Finally, in order to further test whether differential

activity for own- and other-gender models was specific to the

imitate gesture condition, parameter estimates of activity

were extracted for all conditions from an anatomical

region of interest (ROI) of the bilateral nucleus accumbens

from the Harvard–Oxford probabilistic atlas (Desikan et al.,

2006), thresholded at P¼ 0.25 (at least 25% of people have

nucleus accumbens tissue in every voxel) and entered into a

two gender (own and other)� three condition (imitate ges-

ture, observe gesture and view portrait) repeated measures

ANOVA in SPSS.

Bayesian analysis of the BrainMap database
To assess how selectively the region more active for own-

than other-gender imitation is activated by reward tasks in

the literature, we performed a Bayesian analysis of the

BrainMap neuroimaging database, following the methods

outlined by Poldrack (2006). We used a 10-mm cuboid

ROI around the peak voxel of the cluster more active for

own- than other-gender imitation [(14, 14, �8), converted

from MNI to Talairach using the BrainMap search tool].

This ROI was fully contained within the active cluster. We

searched for all experiments containing activity within this

region that did and did not employ reward tasks (denoted by

the Paradigm Class code in the database) and also for all

experiments without activity in this region that did and

did not employ reward tasks (Table 1). We used these fre-

quencies along with a neutral prior estimate of a reward task

being used (P¼ 0.5) to calculate a posterior probability and

corresponding Bayes factor (P/1� P) for the likelihood a

reward task was employed based on the presence of activity

within our nucleus accumbens-centered functional ROI. We

also calculated the conditional probability of a reward

task being used given the activity within the ROI (Table 1,

first row).

RESULTS
Comparing imitation of one’s own gender to the other

gender (imitate gesture own gender > other gender) pro-

duced a single cluster of significant activity, centered in

bilateral nucleus accumbens and extending into the dorsal

Own-gender imitation and reward circuit SCAN (2012) 3 of 7
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striatum, orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and left amygdala

(Table 2 and Figure 2a-b). This result held when the three

homosexual participants were removed from the analysis

and in both males and females when the sexes were analyzed

separately. Additionally, 16 of 19 study participants had sig-

nificant activity within this cluster when imitating own-

compared to other-gender individuals, confirming the ro-

bustness of the own-gender effect even at the single subject

level (two-tailed sign test, P¼ .004). No significant activity

was found for the reverse contrast (imitate gesture other

gender > own gender). Furthermore, no significant differ-

ences were found for the (own gender > other gender) con-

trast in either the observe gesture or view portrait

conditions.

To determine whether own-gender enhanced activity

within reward-related regions was unique to imitation, we

next compared the (own gender > other gender) contrast in

the imitate gesture condition to both the observe gesture and

view portrait conditions [(imitate gesture own gen-

der > other gender) > (observe gesture own gender > other

gender)] and [(imitate gesture own gender > other gen-

der) > (view portrait own gender > other gender)]. Since

the purpose of these analyses was to determine what activity

from the (imitate gesture own gender > other gender) con-

trast was unique to imitation, interaction contrasts were

post-threshold masked by the result of the (imitate gesture

own gender > other gender) contrast. There was reliably

higher activity in the nucleus accumbens, dorsal striatum,

OFC and amygdala for imitating own- compared to

other-gender actors, even after activity associated with pas-

sively observing the gestures (Figure 2c, red activity) or por-

traits (Figure 2c, blue activity) of own- compared to

other-gender actors was removed. Furthermore, there was

considerable overlap between these two analyses (Figure 2c,

green activity), suggesting that much of the enhanced activ-

ity in response to own- compared to other-gender individ-

uals during imitation was unique to imitation.

We also conducted a more targeted inquiry into whether

the own-gender effect seen in the imitate condition was also

seen during gesture observation or portrait viewing, by re-

stricting our search to an anatomical nucleus accumbens

ROI. We extracted parameter estimates of activity from

this cluster for all six conditions (as compared to baseline)

and entered these into a two-gender (own and other)�

three-condition (imitate gesture, observe gesture and view

portrait) repeated measures ANOVA. We found a significant

gender� condition interaction [F (2,17)¼ 4.26, P¼ 0.02],

whereby significantly greater activity for own than other

gender was observed in the imitate gesture condition

[t (18)¼ 3.3, P¼ 0.004] but not in the observe gesture

[t (18)¼�0.9, P¼ 0.378] or view portrait [t (18)¼�0.7,

P¼ 0.518] condition. Furthermore, the (own gender > other

gender) contrast in the imitate gesture condition was signifi-

cantly different from both the observe gesture

[F(1,18)¼ 7.26, P¼ 0.015] and view portrait condition

[F(1,18)¼ 6.69, P¼ 0.019], but the non-imitative conditions

did not differ from one another (Figure 2d). This ROI ana-

lysis suggests that the increased activity in the nucleus

accumbens when participants imitated individuals of their

own gender is indeed specific to the process of imitation, as

no effect was found during gesture observation or portrait

viewing, even when the search was restricted to an anatom-

ical region where this difference was seen during imitation.

To assess the likelihood that the enhanced activity in the

nucleus accumbens and other regions indicated the engage-

ment of reward-related cognitive processes, as opposed to

other cognitive functions related to these structures, we con-

ducted a Bayesian analysis of the BrainMap neuroimaging

database (Laird et al., 2005). We estimated the degree to

which the region found to be more active for own-

compared to other-gender imitation is selectively activated

by reward tasks within the BrainMap database (Poldrack,

2006). We found that activity within this nucleus accumbens

Table 2 Peaks of activity for own > other gender during imitation and the
interaction between imitation and the other conditions

Anatomical region X y z Z

Imitate gesture own gender > other gender
R putamen/nucleus accumbens 14 14 �8 3.83
R orbitofrontal cortex/putamen 18 18 �12 3.76
L nucleus accumbens �8 14 �8 3.43
R caudate 18 18 2 3.38
R putamen 20 18 �2 3.38

(Imitate gesture own gender > other gender) > (observe gesture own gender >
other gender)

R putamen/nucleus accumbens 16 14 �10 3.96
R orbitofrontal cortex/putamen 18 18 �12 3.78
R caudate 20 16 6 3.26
R pallidum/putamen 16 4 �16 3.19

(Imitate gesture own gender > other gender) > (view portrait own gender >
other gender)

R putamen/caudate 18 18 �10 3.61
R orbitofrontal cortex/insula 28 20 �8 3.59
R insula/orbitofrontal cortex 32 20 �6 3.55
R nucleus accumbens/putamen 14 16 �10 3.54

Note. All clusters present at statistical threshold of Z > 2.3, whole-brain corrected for
multiple comparions (P < 0.05) (n¼ 19). Anatomical regions of peak voxel within
cluster assigned using Harvard–Oxford Cortical and Subcortical Probabilistic Structural
Atlases. First cluster within each anatomical region listed. Interaction contrasts
masked by significant clusters in imitate condition. L and R refer to left and right
hemispheres; x, y and z refer to the MNI coordinates corresponding to the left–right,
anterior–posterior and inferior–superior axes, respectively; Z refers to the highest
Z score within a cluster.

Table 1 Frequency table for searches conducted in BrainMap database
reflecting number of experimental comparisons found for each search

Reward task Not reward task

Activated 47 37
Not activated 460 8666

Note. Search location was (14, 14, �8) MNI converted to Talairach (12, 13, �3) using
icbm2tal through the BrainMap search tool Sleuth v1.2, extending 5 mm in each
direction.
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region was associated with a substantial increase in the prob-

ability that a reward task was used (i.e. from a neutral prior

probability of 0.5–0.96, corresponding to a Bayes factor of

21.8). A Bayes factor of >10 is thought to reflect strong in-

creases in confidence over the prior probability (Jeffreys,

1998). We also calculated the conditional probability of a

reward task being used, given the presence of activity

within this nucleus accumbens region. This measure pro-

vides a different metric of the likelihood that activity

within this region is related to reward processing, which

unlike the Bayesian calculation does not depend on a specific

comparison set. We found that 56% of contrasts elliciting

activity within this region involved reward tasks, indicating

that activity within this area is more likely to be related to

reward than to any other cognitive function. Notably, this

metric likely underestimates the conditional probability be-

cause a number of contrasts among the 44% not explicitly

labeled as reward tasks involved comparison between condi-

tions that may differ in their reward value (e.g. amphet-

amine > saline; erotic pictures > neutral pictures). Taken

together, these analyses suggest that own-gender imitation

is most likely associated with cognitive processes similar to

those associated with more traditional reward tasks, such as

reward and reinforcement.

DISCUSSION
While preferential imitation of own-gender models has been

well documented behaviorally, until now no proximate

neural mechanism underlying own-gender imitation was

known. Consistent with our prediction, we found that

reward-related structures, including the ventral striatum,

OFC, dorsal striatum and left amygdala, were more active

during own- compared to other-gender imitation. The spe-

cificity of the own-gender effect to the imitation condition

suggests that this effect is not merely due to low-level

perceptual features of the stimuli (e.g. simply looking at

own- compared to other-gender individuals) but rather is

related to the process of imitation of own-gender models

in particular. Furthermore, using a Bayesian analysis,

we demonstrated that the region more active for own-

than other-gender imitation is most often activated by

Fig. 2 Results. Functional activity is thresholded at Z > 2.3 with whole-brain correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster level (P < .05), and overlaid on a group average
(n¼ 19) T1-weighted structural scan. (a-b) Whole-brain analysis. (a) During imitation of own gender compared to other gender models, significantly more activity was seen in
reward-related neural regions, including the bilateral ventral striatum [MNI coordinates: R (14,14,�8), L (�8, 14, �8)], dorsal striatum and left amygdala. Cluster is 1148 voxels,
cluster P¼ 0.0023, peak Z¼ 3.83. (b) Percent fMRI signal change from baseline averaged across entire cluster of significant activity shown in (a). Error bars are s.e. (c-d) Gender
x condition interaction. (c) Whole-brain interaction effects in regions exhibiting greater activity for own- than other-gender in the imitate gesture condition as compared to the
observe gesture condition (red) and the view portrait condition (blue). The overlap between these interaction effects (green) can be interpreted as activity that is unique to
imitation. All contrasts are post-threshold masked by significant activity within the (imitate gesture own gender > other gender) contrast; (d) mean differences for (own gender -
other gender) parameter estimates averaged across a bilateral nucleus accumbens anatomical ROI. Results displayed are from two gender (own and other)� three condition
(imitate gesture, observe gesture and view portrait) repeated measures ANOVA. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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reward tasks in the BrainMap database. Taken together,

these findings provide a plausible neural mechanism for

the pervasive gender similarity bias in imitative learning.

The neural regions observed to be preferentially active

during own-gender imitation are part of a dopaminergic

neural system that has been associated with processing

reward and reinforcement learning in both humans and ani-

mals (Haber and Knutson, 2010). Specifically, the OFC, ven-

tral striatum and amygdala have each been implicated in

coding the value of current and future rewards. The ventral

striatum and amygdala are also sensitive to reward salience.

These structures are thought to work in concert with the

dorsal striatum (caudate and putamen; also structures pref-

erentially active for own-gender imitation) to guide subse-

quent action selection (O’Doherty, 2004; Haber and

Knutson, 2010). Thus, activity in reward-related circuitry

during own-gender imitation may be providing a reinforce-

ment signal that facilitates learning from own-gender

models. It has previously been demonstrated that activation

of reward-related neural structures including the ventral stri-

atum may be contingent on the interaction between antici-

pated reward and the need to perform an instrumental

response (Bjork and Hommer, 2007). Accordingly, the re-

inforcement signal in the present study may result from the

act of own-gender imitation itself or the interaction between

neural activity directly related to imitation with activity

related to the salience and self-similarity of own-gender

models.

Importantly, these data reveal a similarity between the

neural underpinnings of own-gender imitation and those

of classical reward tasks, which would not have been appar-

ent from behavior alone. Bayesian analysis of the BrainMap

database using the peak of the region found to be more

active for own- vs other-gender imitation, located in the

nucleus accumbens, confirmed that this region is most

often activated by reward tasks in the literature. Ariely and

Berns (2010) found a similar level of selective activation of

the nucleus accumbens by reward tasks in the BrainMap

database using an anatomical nucleus accumbens ROI.

Such Bayesian calculations are heavily influenced by the

nature of the comparison set, but even when we only con-

sidered studies that had activation within the nucleus

accumbens, reward tasks still constitute the majority. Thus,

although inferring cognition from brain activity in many

areas of the brain may be complicated due to the large

number of functions these brain areas may perform, the

ventral striatum appears to be most often active during

reward-related tasks, thereby increasing our confidence

that own-gender imitation is an intrinsically rewarding

process.

Previous theoretical and empirical work on gender iden-

tity development suggests why own-gender imitation may be

rewarding. Social learning theory proposes that acting like

own-gender individuals is encouraged by parents, teachers

and peers from an early age, thus facilitating gender identity

formation (Bandura, 1977). Social-cognitive theory posits

that once gender identity has begun to form, own-gender

imitation is perpetuated by the confidence derived from

perceiving one’s self to be similar to a group of same-sex

individuals (Kohlberg, 1966). Indeed, both the reception of

praise from others (Izuma et al., 2008) and the act of con-

forming to a group (Klucharev et al., 2009) have been asso-

ciated with increases in activity within reward-related neural

circuitry including the ventral striatum. Future studies are

needed to determine how the positive relationship found

between own-gender imitation and reward in the present

study is related to gender identity development.

The present study represents the first step toward eluci-

dating the neural mechanisms of model-observer similarity

biases during imitation, a key element of real-world imitative

learning. Our findings provide strong support for the hy-

pothesis that imitation of own-gender models is indeed

accompanied by intrinsic reinforcement and may thus facili-

tate the acquisition of gender norms and gender role behav-

iors. This finding is in keeping with our recently proposed

model of the neural architecture of cultural imitative learn-

ing, which posits that reward-related responses play a critical

role in reinforcing the learning of culturally transmitted

behavior (Losin et al., 2009). Future developmental and

cross-cultural studies may help determine the extent to

which increased responsiveness in the reward system when

imitating individuals of one’s own gender may be driven by

experiential vs biologically determined factors.
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